Be prepared for Euro VI with the Delphin PRO AdBlue® Car Dispenser

Delphin PRO AdBlue® Car Dispenser

Euro VI requires some diesel passenger cars to reduce their NO\textsubscript{X} emissions down to a certain level. Consequently, garages now need to be able to fill up a car’s AdBlue® tank as part of its service.

The Delphin PRO is specifically designed for refilling passenger cars and vans with AdBlue® cleanly & safely in a garage/service environment. It allows AdBlue® to be bought & dispensed from bulk in 200 litre drums rather than the small, costly throwaway 5 litre containers.

Tried and tested by leading OEMs and car dealership networks worldwide as a quick, reliable and clean solution, the Delphin PRO overcomes many problems that the market has identified through using other systems.

Benefits of the Delphin PRO...

1. **Closed, clean filling system - No smell, no mess!**
   The refilling process uses a closed circuit meaning no unpleasant odours, no vapours, no spills and no contamination of the stored AdBlue®.

2. **Fast, automatic re-filling - No need for technicians to supervise!**
   Simply turn it on at the panel and it will dispense AdBlue® automatically into the vehicle until full. The digital meter will display the amount dispensed.

3. **Patented self-cleaning spout - Maintenance free!**
   Universal ISO connector compatible with any filler cap, which provides a perfect seal when dispensing and ensures no crystallisation gathers on the spout.

4. **Trolley for various drum sizes - Versatile & handy!**
   Installed on a trolley for easy manoeuvring between bays. Constructed to fit both 60 litre and 200 litre drums securely.

5. **Adjustable flow switch - To match the vehicle!**
   Depending upon the vehicle being filled you can adjust the dispensing speed from 3 lpm for cars and up to 9/11 lpm for vans via side handle (AC) or dial on the control panel (DC) - refer to diagram.

Versions available:

- **AC Version** - 230v model for plugging into the mains, popular for when used in a single bay.
- **DC Version** - Battery powered for easy moving between bays, c/w 230v charger - can perform 50 fills off a single charge.

### Code | Description | Flow Rate | Power | Delivery Hose | Suction Hose | Trolley | Meter | Fluids
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
F00100200 | Delphin PRO AdBlue® Car Dispenser AC | 3-11 lpm | 230v | 2m c/w Filling Spout | Downtube c/w Trisure 56x4 Connector | o | Digital |  |
F00100300 | Delphin PRO AdBlue® Car Dispenser DC | 3-9 lpm | Battery c/w 110v / 230v charger | 2m c/w Filling Spout | Downtube c/w Trisure 56x4 Connector | o | Digital |  |
F00201R20 | Piusibox AdBlue® Car Suction | 34lpm | 230v | 2m x 12mm Tubing | 2m x 12mm Tubing |  |  |  |

Piusibox AdBlue® Car Suction

Before refilling, the car’s AdBlue® tank is often emptied to ensure that the new fluid does not get contaminated. This suction kit is designed to cleanly and quickly extract the AdBlue® from the vehicle’s tank in a garage/service environment.

Please note: AdBlue® drum not included